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To Go or Not to Go: Stimulus-Response
Compatibility for Tactile and Auditory
Pedestrian Collision Warnings
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Abstract—This study examined the effect of the stimulus-response (S-R) compatibility of pedestrian collision warnings presented via
different sensory modalities in a driving simulator. Despite the well-established fact that reaction times (RT) are faster under S-R
compatible conditions, the majority of collision warning research has used S-R incompatible warnings (i.e., the warning comes from the
direction of the obstacle to be avoided not the desired response direction). Thirty-two participants in a fixed-base driving simulator
drove on a three-lane urban road in which pedestrians randomly walked from the sidewalk into the roadway. Collision warnings in two
different modalities (tactile and auditory) were compared with a no warning condition. Participants were equally divided into one of four
conditions representing all combinations of two levels of warning S-R compatibility (compatible and incompatible) and two levels of
warning timing (early and late). For early warnings, incompatible warnings were most effective as shown by a significantly shorter
steering RT and larger clearance distance. For late warnings, compatible warnings were most effective. For early warnings, RTs were
significantly faster in the tactile condition. The relationship between collision warning effectiveness and S-R compatibility in driving is
dependent on whether the driver has time to evaluate the situation before collision will occur. Our findings have important implications
for the design of effective tactile and auditory collision warning systems. However, further research is needed to determine if these
effects occur in more representative driving conditions (e.g., lower pedestrian incursion rate and unreliable warnings).
Index Terms—Attention, warnings, tactile warnings, auditory warnings, stimulus-response compatibility.
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1

INTRODUCTION

R

OAD accidents involving pedestrians are a serious
problem worldwide, accounting for an estimated
65 percent of the 1.17 million yearly traffic-related deaths
internationally [1]. While the frequency of pedestrian
deaths in the United States is substantial (accounting for
roughly 11 percent of all traffic fatalities in 2004 [2]), the
problem is even worse in developing countries such as
China and India where pedestrian accidents account for
over 25 percent of traffic-related fatalities.
One of the main efforts to improve pedestrian safety has
been the relatively recent development of Intelligent
Vehicles Systems designed to detect and track pedestrians
(e.g., [3]) and to use this information to deliver pedestrian
collision warnings to the driver (e.g., [4]). While a great deal
of effort has been put into investigating the technological
aspects of pedestrian warnings (e.g., detection algorithms,
computer vision systems, etc), relatively little attention has
been paid to the human factor issues associated with these
types of warnings [5]. In the present study, we focus on two
such issues: the sensory modality used to present the
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warning and the stimulus-response (S-R) compatibility of
the warning.
The question of which sensory modality is best for the
presentation of pedestrian warnings has not been examined
in previous research; however, this issue has been studied
in detail for rear-end collision and lane departure warnings
in driving (e.g., [6], [7]). Although previous studies showed
a significant reduction of rear-end collisions for audiovisual
warnings (e.g., [8], [9]) and audio warnings [8], it has been
proposed that these modalities may not be optimal for
driver warnings since they are already very much engaged
in the driving task [10], [11], [12]. More recently, it has been
suggested that tactile warnings may be more effective in
preventing rear-end collisions since this sensory modality is
relatively unengaged during driving [13], [14]. In field tests
of tactile collision warnings, Campbell et al. [7] found that
vibrational tactile displays mounted in the driver’s seat can
be effective but are generally not as effective as auditory
warnings. In their guidelines for when to use collision
warnings in different modalities, Campbell et al. [7]
recommended that tactile warnings should only be used
in situations where auditory warnings will be ineffective
(e.g., high auditory workload and excessive noise)—otherwise, auditory warnings will be more effective and less
obtrusive. Scott and Gray [15] directly compared visual,
auditory, and tactile rear-end collision warnings with a no
warning condition in a driving simulator and found that
both auditory and tactile warnings produced significantly
faster brake reaction times (RT) in response to a collision
event than either no warning or the visual warning. There
was no significant difference between the brake RTs to
Published by the IEEE CS, RAS, & CES
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auditory and tactile warnings. However, for conditions
with a higher auditory load (simple cell phone conversations), it has been shown that tactile rear-end collision
warnings are significantly more effective than auditory
warnings [16]. Similar findings have been reported for lane
departure warnings [17].
Another important factor in designing a warning is how
the signal will be used by the driver. For example, in the
case of pedestrian warnings, is it better for the warning to
indicate the direction the pedestrian is coming from or for
the warning to indicate the direction the driver needs to go
to avoid collision? An examination of the human factors
literature suggests that the answer is quite obvious as one
of the most consistent and well-known findings in this
field is that responses are faster and more accurate when
the stimulus locations are spatially compatible with their
assigned responses; e.g., the response to a signal on the
observer’s right is to turn a dial to the right (reviewed in
[18]). Therefore, previous research suggests drivers should
react faster to a warning that indicates where they need to
go to avoid a collision (S-R compatible) than a warning
that indicates where the potential collide is coming from
(S-R incompatible).
On the other hand, in situations when a steering
avoidance response is used, most drivers seem to have
learned to turn away from “naturally occurring” warning
signals such as a car horn or the sound of a collision. This
learning effect is perhaps the reason why S-R incompatible
warnings seem more intuitive to most drivers [19] and
have been adopted by the majority of directional collision
warnings studied in previous driving research (e.g., [17],
[20]). In their guidelines for how to make warnings
compatible with driver responses, Campbell et al. [7]
recommend that warnings should always be located on
the same side of the vehicle as the hazard. However, to
our knowledge there is no empirical data showing that
S-R incompatible warnings lead to faster reaction times in
driving. Wang et al. [21] investigated the effects of
S-R compatibility on steering wheel responses using a
nondriving task. In this study, participants were required
to turn a steering wheel mounted on a desktop to the left
or to the right in response to auditory tones presented
through headphones. S-R compatible trials (e.g., left ear,
turn left) resulted in the faster RTs both for conditions in
which participants were instructed that “the tone signaled
the location of a source of danger” and for conditions in
which instructions were that “the tone signaled the escape
direction.” This finding suggests that for collision warnings to be most effective, they should be S-R compatible
although as the authors concede “these results need to be
verified in simulated and actual driving conditions.”
The purpose of the present study was to examine the
effects of the modality and S-R compatibility of pedestrian
warnings on driver behavior in a simulator. Since our
previous research has shown that visual warnings are
significantly less effective than either tactile or auditory
warnings in rear-end collision scenarios [15], we chose to
only investigate the latter two modalities in the present
study. Since previous research on collision warnings has
shown that the timing of the warning can have a large effect
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on driver responses (e.g., [22]), we used both early (i.e.,
large value of TTC) and late warnings in the present study.
Finally, to be consistent with our previous studies, in the
present study, we used brake RT as the primary criterion
for warning effectiveness. It should be noted that in
situations with imperfect warnings (which we did not
evaluate in the present study), a decreased RT may not
indicate a more effective warning since it does not take into
account whether or not braking was the appropriate
response for the driving situation. The results of our study
should shed light on the effectiveness of tactile versus
auditory warnings for collision avoidance, and contribute to
the vast literature on stimulus-response compatibility by
employing tactile warning signals.

2

METHODS

2.1 Driving Simulator and Warnings
The fixed-base driving simulator was composed of two
main components: 1) a steering wheel mounted on a table
top and pedals (Wingman Formula Force GP, Logitech) and
2) a 70 degree horizontal  52 degree vertical display of a
simulated driving scene. The visual scene was rendered and
updated by DriveSafety driving simulator software running
on two PCs (Dell Optiplex GX270). The visual scene was
projected onto a wall 2.4 m in front of the participant using
an LCD projector (Hitachi CPX1200SER) and updated at a
rate of 60 Hz. The DriveSafety software captured various
driving performance elements at 60 Hz.
The auditory warning was a 75 dB, 5,000 Hz tone issued
from a speaker on either the left or right side of the
dashboard to simulate a standard sedan audio system. The
speakers were laterally separated by 85 degree (center-tocenter) and were 9 degree-12 degree below the driver’s lineof-sight (depending on the driver’s height). This warning
was designed to follow the guidelines of McGhee et al. [23]
which recommended a “distinctive, nonspeech auditory
warning—that emanates from the general direction of the
threat (p. 6).” The 75 dB intensity of the auditory warning
was also chosen based on the McGhee et al. [23] guidelines
and was considerably greater than the combined intensity
of the noise of simulated engine, road, traffic, and radio
(approximately 60 dB). We chose 5,000 Hz for the warning
because it is within the range of frequencies that produce
both accurate auditory localization and low detection
thresholds [24]. In pilot experiments, we found that drivers
could verbally indicate the direction of the auditory
warning (“left” or “right”) with near-perfect accuracy.
The tactile warning was delivered via single tactors
(2:54 cm  1:85 cm  1:07 cm VBW32, Audiological Engineering Corp., Somerville, MA) attached to the driver’s left
and right biceps with Velcro straps. The warning was driven
by a 290 Hz sinusoidal signal at an intensity sufficient to
deliver clearly perceptible vibrotactile stimuli. The tactors
were mounted in a soft housing to mask the audio output
from the activated tactors. The amplitude of the tactile
simulation was approximately 10.5 dB above human detection threshold for the lower abdomen [25]. When triggered
(detailed below), warnings activated for 200 ms with an
800 ms pause; i.e., once per second for 200 ms.
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A potential problem with directly comparing auditory
and tactile warnings in this manner is that of signal intensity.
It is important to rule out the possibility that differences in
the effectiveness of the different modalities is not due to the
fact that the particular signal to noise ratio chosen for each
warning (i.e., the intensity relative to background noise in
that modality) makes one signal more effective at drawing
the driver’s attention. We have addressed this issue in few
different ways. First, as described above, the warning
intensities for each modality were chosen based on the
guidelines for optimal warnings developed by McGhee et al.
[23]. Second, in a control experiment in which drivers were
required to press a button when they detected a warning,
there were no significant differences in reaction time for
auditory and tactile warnings suggesting that they have
similar salience [15]. Finally, neither increasing auditory
noise (by adding background music [15]) nor increasing
tactile noise (by adding vehicle vibration through a motion
base [17]) had a significant influence on the relative
effectiveness of tactile and auditory warnings in our driving
experiments.

Each of the thirty-two participants were randomly
assigned (without replacement) to one of the four experimental conditions:

2.2 Design and Procedure
Thirty-two drivers (ages 18-52, M ¼ 23:6) with 2-35 years of
driving experience (M ¼ 7:19) participated in the study. All
drivers completed an informed consent and were compensated for their participation. The drivers were naı̈ve to the
aims of the experiment.
Participants drove in a simulated three-lane urban
environment. Each driving track was 8,000 m in length
and took roughly 5-7 min to complete. Throughout the
drive, pedestrians walked along the sidewalks (i.e., parallel
to the roadway) on both sides of the roadway. At eight
randomly selected locations during the drive, pedestrians
would walk perpendicularly across the roadway at a speed
of 1.3 m/s (3 mph). The pedestrian walking direction was
counterbalanced within each track so that there were four
instances of pedestrians walking from right-to-left across
the roadway and four instances of pedestrians walking from
left-to-right. Drivers were instructed to avoid pedestrians by
driving in front of them (using the left or right lanes as
necessary) and were instructed not to brake to avoid a
collision. They were further instructed to drive in the center
lane except when avoiding pedestrians and that they should
always return to the center lane after an avoidance
maneuver. Simulated fog was used in all conditions to
make it more difficult for the driver to see the pedestrians.
Participants were instructed to maintain a speed of 24.5 m/s
(55 mph) throughout the drive. If their speed fell below
17.9 m/s (40 mph) the words “Speed Up!” would appear in
red text on the driver’s display. Driving speed was
displayed in the lower left corner of the driver’s display.
In the experimental sessions, the collision warnings
activated when the Time-to-Collision (TTC) between the
driver’s vehicle and the pedestrian fell below a critical
threshold of either 4.0 s (early warning condition) or 2.0 s
(late warning condition). We chose these values based on
previous research on rear-end collision warnings which has
used warning times ranging from 2-5 sec TTC (e.g., [20]).
Prior to these sessions, participants completed a practice
session in which they drove one complete track in which
there were no warnings on pedestrian incursions.

2.3 Data Analysis
We used three dependent measures to quantify pedestrian
avoidance performance. The first dependent variable was
the steering RT; i.e., the time elapsed between the driverpedestrian TTC falling below the warning threshold (either
2.0 or 4.0 sec) and the first steering response. Note that we
used “below TTC threshold” instead of “warning on”
because the latter is nonsensical for the no warning
condition. A steering response was defined as follows. For
each participant, we collected the standard deviation of
lateral lane position for the straight road segments in the
practice run (SDlat). We defined the initiation of a steering
response to occur when the lateral position changed by
more than 2  SDlat . This criterion is similar to what we
have used previously in studies of overtaking and passing
[26], [27]. The second dependent variable was the clearance
distance defined as the lateral separation between the center
of the driver’s car and the pedestrian at the instant the car
and pedestrian were at the same longitudinal location on
the roadway. The final dependent variable was the
percentage of collisions with pedestrians defined as the
number of collisions divided by the number of events.

1. Compatible/Early warnings,
2. Incompatible/Early warnings,
3. Compatible/Late warnings, and
4. Incompatible/Late warnings.
For the Compatible conditions, the warning was always
presented on the side that the pedestrian was headed (i.e.,
the avoidance direction) and participants were instructed
“The warnings will indicate the direction you should steer
to avoid the pedestrian.” For the Incompatible conditions,
the warning was always presented on the side that the
pedestrian was coming from and participants were instructed “The warnings will indicate the direction of
pedestrians entering the roadway.” Each participant completed three driving tracks corresponding to the no
warning, tactile warning, and auditory warning conditions.
The order was counterbalanced across participants.

3

RESULTS

3.1 Steering Reaction Time
An initial examination of the data indicated that the drivers
in our study behaved differently in the early and late warning
conditions. On the one hand, in the early (4.0 s) warning
conditions, drivers had not begun an avoidance maneuver at
the instant the warning was activated for the majority of
pedestrian incursions ð> 85%Þ. On the other hand, in the late
(2.0 s) warning conditions, drivers had begun an avoidance
maneuver at the instant the warning was activated for the
majority of pedestrian incursions ð> 95%Þ. Therefore, we
could only analyze the steering RT dependent variable for the
early warning condition.
Fig. 1 plots the mean steering RTs for the three different
warning conditions in the Early (4 s) warning condition.
These data only include pedestrian incursions for which the
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Fig. 1. Mean steering reaction times for S-R compatible and incompatible
warnings for the three different warning types. Data are for the Early (4 s)
warning condition only. Error bars are standard errors.

driver was not actively steering around the pedestrian at
the instant the TTC fell below 4.0 s. It can be seen in Fig. 1
that both tactile and auditory warnings improved the ability
of our drivers to avoid pedestrians as evidenced by shorter
steering RTs. It is also evident that steering RTs were faster
for S-R Incompatible warnings. These data were analyzed
using a 2  3 Mixed Factor ANOVA with S-R compatibility
as the between-subjects factor and warning type as the
within-subject factor. This analysis revealed a significant
main effect of S-R Compatibility ½Fð1; 14Þ ¼ 16:0; p < 0:001
and a significant main effect of Warning Type ½Fð2; 28Þ ¼
182:2:0; p < 0:001. The S-R Compatibility  Warning Type
interaction was not significant. Posthoc comparisons revealed that the steering RT for Tactile warnings was
significantly shorter than the steering RT for Auditory
warnings for both the Compatible ½tð7Þ ¼ 5:2; p < 0:01
and Incompatible ½tð7Þ ¼ 6:2; p < 0:001 conditions.

3.2 Clearance Distance
Because in most cases our drivers were engaged in an
avoidance maneuver at the instant the late (2.0 s) warning
was activated, this dependent variable was also analyzed
differently than planned. Fig. 2a plots the lateral position
(open circles) and rate of change of lateral position (solid
circles) of the driver’s car as a function of pedestrian-car TTC
for one maneuver in the No Warning Condition. Fig. 2b plots
the same two variables for a maneuver made in the Late/
Tactile Warning condition. Relative to Fig. 2a, it appears that
the driver adjusted his/her ongoing steering execution in
response to the warning (as evidenced by the jump in rate of
change of lane position). For the clearance distance analysis,
we included all pedestrian incursions in the 2 s warning
condition for which there was a discontinuity in rate of
change of position (with a magnitude greater than 5 m/s)
like that shown in Fig. 2b. The number of such events ranged
between two and five per condition; therefore, we decided to
combine data from the tactile and auditory warnings so that
the mean for each participant was based on a minimum of
four events. We chose not to compare the timing of this
steering adjustment to the steering RTs described above

Fig. 2. Lane position and rate of change of lane position as a function of
TTC for single pedestrian avoidance maneuvers. (a) No warning.
(b) Late (2 sec) warning.

because it has been shown that RTs for the adjustment of an
ongoing movement are significantly shorter than RTs for the
initiation of a new movement [28] so these values would be
difficult to compare.
Fig. 3 plots the mean clearance distance (averaged for the
tactile and auditory conditions) for the Early and Late
warnings as a function of S-R compatibility. These data were
analyzed using a 2  2 between subjects ANOVA with
Warning Time and S-R compatibility as factors. This analysis
revealed a significant main effect of Warning Time ½Fð1; 28Þ ¼
33:9; p < 0:001 as Early warnings produced a significantly
larger clearance distance than Late warnings. There was also
a significant Warning Time  S-R compatibility interaction
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they passed the pedestrian (e.g., in case of misestimation or
a change in the pedestrian’s walking speed) without an
associated loss of vehicle control. We would argue that this
is indicative of safer driving behavior.

Fig. 3. Mean pedestrian clearance distance for the Early and Late
warnings as a function of S-R compatibility. Data for tactile and auditory
warnings were combined. Error bars are standard errors.

½Fð1; 28Þ ¼ 7:9; p < 0:01 as the mean clearance distance was
larger for Compatible warnings than for Incompatible
warnings in the Late warning condition while the opposite
pattern of results was found in the Early warning conditions.
The main effect of S-R compatibility was not significant.
For comparison, we also calculated the mean clearance
distance for all trials for which an avoidance maneuver was
made but there was no discontinuity in rate of change of
position (i.e., the warning appeared to have no effect on
steering as shown in Fig. 3). The mean clearance distance for
these “no discontinuity” conditions ðM ¼ 1:32 mÞ was significantly smaller than the overall mean for the “discontinuity
present” conditions ðM ¼ 1:6 mÞ : tð31Þ ¼ 3:1; p < 0:01.
One of our underlying assumptions when using clearance distance as a dependent measure was that a larger
distance between the vehicle and pedestrian equates to a
higher degree of safety. However, as one anonymous
reviewer suggested a clearance distance that is too large
could be indicative of an overcorrection (e.g., the driver
losing control of the vehicle, veering into oncoming traffic,
or driving off the roadway). Was the additional clearance
distance evoked by the late warning signal actually
beneficial to driving safety? To address this question we
analyzed a fourth dependent measure: road departures. A
road departure was defined as a trial in which the driver’s
vehicle crossed either the left-hand boundary of the left lane
or the right-hand boundary of the right lane during an
avoidance maneuver (i.e., they went off the simulated threelane/one-way road). The mean number (averaged across
participants) of road departures for all “discontinuity
present” trials ðM ¼ 0:91Þ was not significantly different
than the mean number of road departures for the “no
discontinuity” trials ðM ¼ 0:85Þ : tð31Þ ¼ 0:51; p > 0:5. This
result together with the clearance distance data discussed
above indicates that when drivers responded to the late
warning by altering their steering (i.e., “discontinuity
present” trials), there was a larger margin for error when

3.3 Percentage of Collisions
The mean percentage of collisions for the early warning
were as follows: Tactile/Comp: 3:1 ðSE ¼ 1:2Þ%; Tactile/
InComp: 1:9 ðSE ¼ 1:5Þ%; Audio/Comp: 4:5 ðSE ¼1:6Þ%;
Audio/InComp: 2:4 ðSE ¼1:9Þ%; None: 6:2 ðSE ¼ 1:8Þ%.
The mean percentage of collisions for the late warning
were as follows: Tactile/Comp: 3:5 ðSE ¼0:9Þ%; Tactile/
InComp: 4:8 ðSE ¼ 1:7Þ%; Audio/Comp: 4:1 ðSE ¼ 1:8Þ%;
Audio/InComp: 5:7 ðSE ¼ 1:9Þ%; None: 7:1 ðSE ¼ 2:0Þ%.
The pattern of results for this dependent variable was
consistent with the variables described above. However, a
logistic regression performed on these data revealed that
none of the independent variables nor combinations of
these variables explained a significant amount of variance
in the regression model. This is not surprising given that
collision percentage has proven not to be a sensitive
measure of performance in previous driver warning
studies (e.g., [15], [16]).

4

DISCUSSION

The results of the present study indicate that the relationship
between S-R compatibility and collision warning effectiveness in driving is dependent on the timing of the warnings.
We propose that this effect occurs because warnings
presented at different values of time to collision elicit very
different responses by the driver. On the one hand, when a
warning is presented at a very short TTC and the driver does
not have time to shift their attention to the location of
potential collision, then the only effective means of utilizing
the warning is to generate a reactive motor response (e.g.,
auditory warning on the left ¼ turn the wheel to the left).
This situation is identical to most laboratory experiments on
S-R compatibility where the participant is instructed to make
a directional response as quickly as possible after detecting
the signal (e.g., [21]). Therefore, it is not surprising that in the
late warning condition of the present study, the results were
consistent with these previous experiments: S-R compatible
collision warnings are more effective. On the other hand,
when a collision warning is presented at a larger value of
TTC, the driver may have time to shift their attention to the
location of the potential collision, evaluate the situation (e.g.,
the direction and speed of the moving pedestrian), and then
decide what action is needed (e.g., no response, large
steering response, hard braking, etc.). In this situation, we
would expect S-R compatible warnings to lead to slower
responses as compared to S-R incompatible warnings, since,
in the former case, the driver would presumably shift their
attention in the direction of the warning signal and then
redirect it to the location of the potential collision. Therefore,
as found in the present study, early S-R incompatible
collision warnings should be more effective than early
S-R compatible collision warnings.
In comparing the effects of S-R compatibility as a
function of timing, it is important to point out that the
warning signals were likely qualitatively different in our
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early and late conditions. On the one hand, because in the
majority of cases, drivers had initiated an avoidance
maneuver before receiving the signal in the late warning
condition, it might be better to consider it as “guidance
support” rather than a “warning.” In other words, the
signal indicated whether or not their maneuver was in the
correct direction rather than warning drivers of an impending hazard and seems to have encouraged them to increase
the magnitude of the steering maneuver. On the other hand,
the early warning seems to have led to the initiation of a
steering correction. It will be important for future research
to examine warning times between the 2 and 4 second TTC
values used in the present study to determine whether the
significant S-R Compatibility  Warning Time interaction
observed in the present study was primarily due to
qualitative differences in the early and late warnings.
Turning to the question of which modality is best for
pedestrian collision warnings, the present finding that
tactile warnings elicit faster driver RTs than auditory
warnings is consistent with our previous findings for rearend collision warnings [15], [16]. However, because we
presented the tactile warnings to the driver’s arms, the
present findings may have not been solely a modality effect.
Previous research on lane departure warnings [29] has
found that warnings that selectively stimulate the muscles
involved in the warning response (asymmetric oscillation of
the steering wheel) lead to shorter duration recovery
maneuvers from a lane departure and greater steering
wheel acceleration as compared to warnings that do not
selectively stimulate particular muscles (vibrating symmetric oscillation of the steering wheel). There was no
significant effect on steering reaction time. The significant
effects have been explained in terms of motor priming, i.e.,
stimulation of the muscles that are needed for the
subsequent response leads to faster initiation of the movement. Therefore, future research using tactile pedestrian
collision warnings on other body locations (e.g., the torso)
are needed to determine the exact reason for the faster
steering RTs for tactile warnings found in the present study.
The findings of the present experiment were limited by
certain constraints imposed through the simulation paradigm. For one, the drivers in the present experiment were
fully expecting pedestrians to enter the roadway and rate
of incursion was unnaturally high, so driver responses
recorded in this simulation were likely faster than can be
expected in a real driving situation. Furthermore, the
simulated pedestrians walked at a constant speed and had
a constant heading so that their motion was much more
predictable than would occur in real driving. Finally,
drivers were required to make a steering avoidance
response for every incursion event. In real driving, it has
been shown that drivers are more likely to make a braking
response even in situations where steering would have
been more effective in avoiding a collision [30]. Future
research is needed to verify the present findings in a more
representative driving environment that takes into account
these limitations.

5

CONCLUSION

Our findings have important implications for the design of
effective pedestrian collision warning systems involving
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tactile signals. Road accidents involving pedestrians are a
serious problem worldwide and pedestrian warning systems are one of the main efforts toward addressing this
problem. But while substantial effort has been put forth
toward investigating the technological aspects of these
systems, relatively little research has examined related
human factor issues. The present study examined the effects
of the sensory modality, S-R compatibility, and timing of
pedestrian warnings on driver behavior. For early (large
TTC) warnings, S-R incompatible warnings (signaling the
direction of the pedestrian) were most effective, while for
late (short TTC) warnings, S-R compatible warnings
(signaling the escape direction) were most effective. These
effects appear to be determined by whether or not the
driver has time to evaluate the situation before responding.
In addition, tactile warnings produced significantly faster
steering reaction times than auditory warnings for early
warnings. These findings are expected to hold for other
directional warnings in driving (e.g., lane departure and
blind-spot warnings).
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